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Tacos al Pastor

W I T H  T A C O  F A R M  C H I P S  A N D  D I P S

If Tacos al Pastor doesn’t come to mind when someone says “tacos”
then you’ve clearly never been to Mexico. Sharing food can transport
one's mind and offer unique insights into other cultures. Let's travel
together to discover this amazing dish and some of its history.

Created in the 1930’s with a wave of Lebanese immigrants who
introduced the region to the classic shawarma, the technique of the
vertical kabab was quickly adopted using local ingredients. Lamb and
spices soon gave way to pork and pineapple creating one of Mexico's
most iconic tacos! 

While this version is quite a departure, it maintains some important
aspects; the rich pork, sweet and spice from a chili-pineapple sauce
and our freshly made Taco Farm corn tortillas! My biggest tip here to
try and achieve the deep and smoky flavours only a true shawarma
oven can provide is to really brown the pork in a cast iron pan. Don’t
rush this step and then when the sauce is added allow it cook out.
Caramelizing in the pan will really add to the complexities of this
seemingly simple dish. 

In my house taco night is always a favorite. This recipe, made entirely
from scratch with great ingredients makes it even better. Because
Great Food Matters!     

Taco Farm Corn Tortillas
Taco Farm Charred Tomato Salsa
Taco Farm Guacamole
Taco Farm Charred Pineapple
Salsa
Taco Farm Corn Tortilla Chips
Ground Pork
Canola/Olive Oil
Lime
Cilantro
Arugula
Al Pastor Sauce
Queso Duro Blando 
Sour cream

COOKING TIME:  00 H 30 M

Large Frying Pan

Cutting Board

Kitchen Knife

Wooden Spoon

Tongs

WHAT'S IN YOUR MEAL KIT?

All our Meal Kits are prepared fresh to order
from locally sourced ingredients 

SKILL LEVEL: APPRENTICE

From Chef Nick!



Cooking tip*

Using a dry pan set to medium-high heat, toast each tortilla individually on

both sides. Stack them as they come off and either cover with a towel or a

bowl to keep them warm. 

Once the pork is cooked through and sufficiently browned, add the al pastor

sauce and stir with a spoon to ensure the sauce soaks into the meat and

doesn't scorch in the pan. Continue to cook for a minute or two, allowing the

sauce to caramelize. Check for seasoning and add salt if desired.

LIME: Cut the lime into 8 wedges.

CILANTRO: Tear or lightly chop into smaller pieces.

TORTILLAS: Rub just a little bit of oil on each tortilla, not enough to
soak, just to brush.
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READY TO COOK

Set your pan to medium-high heat and add the ground pork. Don’t worry too

much about breaking the pork up because for this recipe we will want it

chunky. Resisting the urge to “over stir” will also allow the ground pork a

chance to really sear, helping us develop a rich savoury flavour, not unlike

vertical grills achieve.

MISE EN PLACE French for "put in place" a term chefs use to describe the prep we do before turning on the gas

Lay out all the salsas and fixings and have a feast. Remember tacos are

meant to be eaten as soon as they are made so go one at a time for best

results and never ever skip the lime!  

We take cooking from scratch seriously, did you know we make all of our
salsas, tortillas, chip and hot sauces from scratch? Our philosophy is to

understand exactly where our food comes from and making it ourselves is
the best way to do that. At Taco Farm our gluten free tortillas and chips

are made fresh daily and have become locally famous, rightfully so!
 

The pork in your meal kit was prepared by Fat Sparrow’s very own
butcher, Stone Crock Meats & Cheese, 

located in St. Jacobs village. 
 

It's a Chef's dream to be able to work so closely with our own butchers 
and bakers. Come say hello next time you’re in search of

 locally sourced and expertly prepared ingredients! 


